Abstract. We discuss the properties of the Wu pseudometric and present counterexamples for its upper semicontinuity that answers the question posed by Jarnicki and Pflug. We also give formulae for the Wu pseudometric in elementary Reinhardt domains.
Introduction
H. Wu introduced in [Wu 1] a new invariant metric which was to combine invariant properties of the Kobayashi-Royden metric and regularity properties of Kähler metrics. The metric depends on some initial (pseudo)metric η. (Originally, it was defined only for the Kobayashi-Royden pseudometric.) We call it the Wu (pseudo)metric associated to η and write Wη.
The pseudometric was studied in several papers (e.g. , , [Juc 1], [Juc 2], , ). Jarnicki and Pflug pointed out ( , ) that such an elementary property as its upper semicontinuity had not been completely understood. The question of the upper semicontinuity appears naturally, for instance in the definition of the integrated form (Wη). In general, the upper semicontinuity of η does not imply the upper semicontinuity of Wη (cf. Remark 2.3). If η is the Kobayashi-Royden (pseudo)metric, the problem has remained open, even though Wu (cf. [Wu 2] , [Wu 1]) and Cheung and Kim (cf. ) claimed (without proof) the upper semicontinuity of Wκ D .
Jarnicki and Pflug asked then ( , ) whether Wη is upper semicontinuous if η is one of the well-known pseudometrics: Kobayashi-Royden (κ), Azukawa (A) or Carathéodory-Reiffen pseudometric of k-th order (γ (k) ). We gave in [Juc 2] an example of bounded pseudoconvex domain D such that the Wu metrics associated to κ D and A D are not upper semicontinuous (cf. Proposition 3.1). Moreover, it is known that if D is a bounded domain then Carathéodory-Reiffen metrics of any order are continuous (cf. [Nik] ). In view of Proposition 2.1 (a), the Wu metrics associated to them are continuous as well.
We solve here the remaining unbounded case and give the full and negative answer to Jarnicki and Pflug's question. We would also like to attract the attention to another aspect of the problem, which appears in unbounded domains. Namely, the pseudometric W is a normalization of the original metric introduced in [Wu 1]-we denote it by W. For any admissible metric η we have Wη(z; ·) = m(z) Wη(z; ·) where the constant m(z) is the codimension of the subspace {X ∈ C n : η(z; X) = 0}. To justify the normalization, let us mention a neat product formula (cf. Proposition 2.1 (d)) but also an example of a domain in which Wκ is not upper semicontinuous (cf. Remark 2.4). This is why we also investigate the semicontiuity of W. In a bounded domain the factor m(z) does not depend on the point z, so it is irrelevant to the problem of semicontinuity. We construct unbounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains G n ⊂ C n for n ≥ 2 such that for any contractible family of pseudometrics (α D ) D⊂C n the pseudometrics Wα Gn (for n ≥ 2) and Wα Gn (for n ≥ 3) are not upper semicontinuous (the main results: Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.5). Moreover, we show (cf. Proposition 3.7) that ( Wα D ) D and (Wα D ) D need not be monotone (monotone here is understood as:
. The above-mentioned results obviously give a negative answer to Jarnicki and Pflug's question. Nevertheless, there is also a positive result which indicates that 2-dimensional case is different. Namely, the pseudometric Wα D is upper semicontinuous if α D , for a 2-dimensional domain D, is a continuous pseudometric (cf. Proposition 3.9). In particular, Wγ D is upper semicontinuous if D ⊂ C 2 . We do not know whether the same is true for Carathéodory-Reiffen metrics of higher order.
Since most considerations involve only unbounded domains, there appears a question (suggested by Professor M. Jarnicki): Is there an η-hyperbolic (or pointwise η-hyperbolic) domain D such that Wη D is not upper semicontinuous? Certainly, Proposition 3.1 gives the answer for Kobayashi-Royden and Azukawa metrics. The problem remains open for η = γ (k) . However, such a domain does not exist in the class of pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains (cf. Proposition 3.11).
In the last section we present the formulae for the Wu metric in elementary Reinhardt domains (cf. Proposition 4.2). The formula for Wκ has been already given in [Juc 1].
Definition and known facts
We denote by ∆ the open unit disk in C. Let (η D ) D be a family of pseudometrics defined for all domains D ⊂ C n , n ≥ 1, i.e.
We call (η D ) D a holomorphically contractible family of pseudometrics if the following two conditions are satisfied (cf. , ):
We say that the family (η D ) D has the product property if
In the latter case we call η D a metric.
Recall definitions of the k-th order Carathéodory-Reiffen (γ (k) ), Azukawa (A) and Kobayashi-Royden (κ) pseudometrics. For details and properties see e.g. , .
For a domain D ⊂ C n and a ∈ D, X ∈ C n , k ∈ N \ {0} define:
We write γ D := γ
D . We present the sketch of the definition of the Wu metric in an abstract setting ( ). For detailed discussion we refer the reader to (or ) and [Wu 1] .
For a domain D ⊂ C n , denote by M(D) the space of all pseudometrics such that
where B(a, r) := {z ∈ C n : z − a < r} and · is the standard Euclidean norm. Note that condition (2.3) is satisfied if η is upper semicontinuous.
For convenience, let B ηD (a) :
Let η denote the Busemann pseudometric associated to η (cf. e.g.
where the supremum is taken over all C-seminorms p such that p ≤ η(a; ·). We have η ≤ η. Recall that if η is upper semicontinuous, then so is η and
and put:
= the orthogonal complement of V η (a) with respect to the standard scalar product in C n .
For any pseudo-Hermitian scalar product s :
Let F (η, a) be a set of all pseudo-Hermitian scalar products s :
There exists a unique (!) element s(η, a) ∈ F(η, a) that is maximal with respect to the partial ordering ≺ defined for α, β ∈ F(η, a):
for any basis (e 1 , . . . , e m ) of U η (a).
We define
Note that the definition of Wη depends, in fact, only on η. Moreover, the construction determines that the ball B e Wη (a) is the "minimal" ellipsoid containing
Some basic properties of the Wu pseudometric are listed in Proposition 2.1.
holomorphically contractible family of pseudometrics, then for any biholomorphic mapping
F : D 1 → D 2 (D j ⊂ C n , j = 1, 2) we have Wη D2 (F (z); F ′ (z)X) = Wη D1 (z; X), z ∈ D 1 , X ∈ C n . (c) If (η D ) D is a
holomorphically contractible family of pseudometrics, then for any holomorphic mapping
F : D 1 → D 2 (D 1 ⊂ C n1 , D 2 ⊂ C n2 ) we have Wη D2 (F (z); F ′ (z)X) ≤ √ n 2 Wη D1 (z; X), z ∈ D 1 , X ∈ C n1 . (d) If (η D ) D is a
family of pseudometrics satisfying the product property, then
In the next section we shall use Lemma 2.2, which comprises some of the properties of Wη-balls. Its proof in the two-dimensional case is essentially contained in [Juc 2].
Consider the following mapping (cf. , )
Note that Ψ transforms any bounded complete Reinhardt ellipsoid in C n into a simplex
for some a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ (R + \ {0}) n . In fact, the mapping Ψ determines the one-to-one correspondence between bounded complete Reinhardt ellipsoids in C n and simplexes
Wη (z 0 )) = T (a1,...,an) is a unique simplex of smallest volume that contains Ψ(B η (z 0 )), where the numbers a j are as in (b);
Proof. (a) Since the ball B η (z 0 ) is invariant under the action of the (volume preserving) transformations
then so is B e Wη (z 0 ). Otherwise, it would contradict its uniqueness. Moreover, B e Wη (z 0 ) is convex, and consequently complete Reinhardt.
..,n be the matrix representation of the Hermitian scalar product associated with Wη(z 0 ; ·) in the canonical basis of C n , i.e. Wη(z 0 ; X) 2 = n j,k=1 a jk X jXk , X ∈ C n . The invariance of B e Wη (z 0 ) under Φ Λ implies that a jk = 0 for j = k. Certainly, a j = a 
Therefore, Wκ D is not upper semicontinuous.
Results on upper semicontinuity
We assume in the sequel that the family (α D ) D defined for all domains D ⊂ C n , n ≥ 1, is a holomorphically contractible family of pseudometrics. Consequently, we have that
Proposition 3.1 ([Juc 2] ). Define
where u( 
is a family of pseudometrics satisfying the product property (2.1). It suffices to take the Cartesian product G × ∆ n−2 and use Proposition 2.1 (d).
Proposition 3.3. Define
Then Wα G2 is not upper semicontinuous.
Proof. We shall prove that
Above, the factor m(α G2 ) is crucial (cf. (2.4)). We have m(α G2 , (x, 0)) = 2 for x ∈ (0, 1) because of boundedness of B e WαG 2 (x, 0) (cf.
Step 1 ) while m(α G2 , (0, 0)) = 1.
Step 1. The balls B αG 2 (x, 0) for x ∈ (0, 1) are bounded Reinhardt domains. First, note that they are Reinhardt domains. Indeed, rotations of the form C 2 ∋ (X 1 , X 2 ) → (X 1 , λX 2 ) are automorphisms of G 2 and they fix points (x, 0). Due to the contractibility of α, the balls B αG 2 (x, 0) are also invariant under these rotations and, moreover, they are balanced. Now, take the mapping F (z 1 , z 2 ) := z 1 (1 + z 2 ) for (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ C 2 . We have F (G 2 ) ⊂ ∆ and for X 1 , X 2 > 0 we get
Since the balls B αG 2 (x, 0) are Reinhardt, we have also
which implies the boundedness of B αG 2 (x, 0).
Step 2.
Since G 2 is a pseudconvex complete Reinhardt domain we have that B κG 2 (0, 0) = G 2 and B γG 2 (0, 0) = conv G 2 = ∆ × C (cf. ). Hence, we get B e WαG 2 (0, 0) = ∆ × C which implies the required formula.
Step 3. lim sup 0<x→0 Wα G2 ((x, 0); (1, 0)) ≥ 1. Assume for a contradiction that there exist numbers t > 1, δ ∈ (0, 1) such that Wα G2 ((x, 0); (1, 0)) < 1 t for any x ∈ (0, δ) Fix x ∈ (0, δ). Since the ball B αG 2 (x, 0) is a bounded Reinhardt domain, there exist numbers a, b > 0 such that T a,b = Ψ(B e WαG 2 (x, 0)) is the unique triangle of minimal area containing the set Ψ(B αG 2 (x, 0)) (cf. Lemma 2.2). It follows from the assumption that (t, 0) ∈ B e WαG 2 (x, 0), thus a > t 2 . On the other hand, we have
To get the latter inequality, take the function ϕ(λ) := (x, 1−x x λ), λ ∈ ∆. Now, consider the triangle T := T (1,x −2 ) . Using condition (3.2) one can see that Ψ(B αG 2 (x, 0)) ⊂ T . We compare area of the both triangles:
Therefore, for a sufficiently small x we have vol T a,b > vol T , which contradicts the minimality of the triangle T a,b .
Remark 3.4. It follows from the proof that for any x ∈ (0, 1)
Indeed, for the first point it is the direct consequence of (3.3)-note that it is true for all x ∈ (0, 1). To verify the same for the point (1 − x 2 , 0), take the mapping
Then neither Wα Gn nor Wα Gn is upper semicontinuous.
Proof. We shall proceed in much the same way as in the proof of Proposition 3.3. We are going to show that
Wα Gn (z; (1, 0, . . . , 0)) ≥ √ 2 > 1 = Wα Gn (0; (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Step 1. The balls B αG n (x, 0, . . . , 0) for x ∈ (0, 1) are bounded Reinhardt domains.
Recall that both families (γ D ) D and (κ D ) D satisfy the product property (2.1) and
Therefore, the balls B αG n (x, 0, . . . , 0) are bounded for x > 0. They are also Reinhardt domains-note that they are balanced and invariant under rotations C n ∋ X → (X 1 , λ 2 X 2 , . . . , λ n X n ) for λ j ∈ ∂∆, j = 2, . . . , n.
Step 2. The following formula holds:
Recall that B κG 2 (0) = G 2 . Hence, we have that conv B αG n (0) = B γG n (0) = ∆ × C × ∆ n−2 by condition (3.4), and consequently we get the required formula.
Step 3. lim sup 0<x→0 Wα Gn ((x, 0, . . . , 0); (1, 0, . . . , 0) ≥ 2 n . Assume the contrary, i.e. there exist numbers t > n 2 and δ > 0 such that Wα Gn ((x, 0, . . . , 0); ( √ t, 0, . . . , 0)) < 1 for any x ∈ (0, δ). Fix such an x. Since B αG n (x, 0, . . . , 0) is a bounded Reinhardt domain there exist an n-tuple a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ (R + \ {0}) n such that Ψ(B e WαG n (x, 0, . . . , 0)) = T a (cf. Lemma 2.2). Recall that T a has smallest volume of all simplexes containing the set Ψ(B αG n (x, 0, . . . , 0)). The assumption is then equivalent to inequality a 1 > t.
Let T := T ( n 2 , n 2x 2 ,n,...,n) be another simplex. Note that
because of condition (3.2) and (3.4). From the minimality of T a we have that vol T a ≤ vol T . We shall estimate vol T a and show that the assumption a 1 > t > n 2 , in fact, leads to a contradiction, i.e. vol T a > vol T for small numbers x > 0.
To simplify notation put µ :
2 . From condition (3.4) and Remark 3.4 we obtain that (µ, 0, 1, . . . , 1), (0, ν, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Ψ(B αG n (x, 0, . . . , 0)) = T a .
We shall find the simplex, say T c , that has smallest volume of all simplexes T b ⊂ R n + containing the both points (µ, 0, 1, . . . , 1) and (0, ν, 1, . . . , 1) in their closure, and satisfying b 1 = a 1 . Then, certainly, vol T c ≤ vol T a . To do that we need to minimize the function
By standard calculations we obtain that the function V attains the only minimum at the point c = (c 1 , . . . , c n ) where
. . , n. Therefore, we can estimate
Both inequalities marked with (⋆) hold because the function a → a n (a−θ) n−2 is strictly increasing on [ n 2 θ, +∞)-we use here inequalities a 1 > t > n 2 . Thus, we get vol T a > vol T for sufficiently small x > 0; a contradiction. 
Proof. Put D := G n and fix a number m ≥ 1. Let us consider two vectors (1, 0, 1, . . . , 1), (0, m, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ C n . As in the proof of Proposition 3.5, we show that the simplex T m := T ( D is a continuous metric (cf. [Nik] ). The continuity of κ D follows from the tautness (cf. ).
Formulae in elementary Reinhardt domains
Let us introduce some notations concerning elementary Reinhardt domains. We write |z α | := |z 1 | α1 . . . |z n | αn for α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ R n and z ∈ C n , z j = 0 if α j < 0. For α ∈ (R \ {0}) n and C > 0 define an elementary Reinhardt domain D α,C := {z ∈ C n : |z α | < e C and ∀ j = 1, . . . , n : α j < 0 ⇒ z j = 0}.
We say that D α,C is of rational type if α ∈ R · Z n ; otherwise, it is of irrational type. Without loss of generality we may assume that C = 0 and there exist l ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that α j < 0 for j = 1, . . . , l and α j > 0 for j = l + 1, . . . , n. If l < n then we put t l := min{α k+1 , . . . , α n }. For α ∈ Z n and r ∈ N put Φ(z) := z α , Φ (r) (a)(X) := β∈Z n + ,|β|=r
The following formulae are known and collected in .
Proposition 4.1. Let a ∈ D α , X ∈ C n . Assume that a 1 . . . a s = 0, a s+1 = · · · = a n = 0 for some s ∈ {l + 1, . . . , n}. Put r := α s+1 + · · · + α n if s < n and r := 1 if s = n. Consider the following four cases.
(a) l < n and D α is of rational type (we may assume that α ∈ Z n and α 1 , . . . , α n are relatively prime). Then:
A Dα (a; X) = γ ∆ (a α ; Φ (r) (a)(X)) Wη(a; X) = Wη(a; X) = η(a; X).
Moreover, if η is one of γ (k)
Dα , A Dα , κ Dα , then η(a; X) = η(a; X) if s ≥ n − 1, 0 if s < n − 1.
Proof. One can see that the linear span of the set of zeros of κ Dα (a; ·) has the codimension either 0 (if s < n − 1) or 1. The same is true for η, and therefore, the balls B Wη (a), B e Wη (a), and B b η (a) obviously coincide. When η is one of the three above-mentioned metrics and s ≥ n − 1, the equality η(a; X) = η(a; X) follows from the fomulae in Proposition 4.1.
